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SUMMARY
The  published  data  on  tests for  linkage  are  reviewed  and  statistically analysed  for  independent
inheritance of 15 different  loci.  Estimates are derived from  the combined  data for (1) the closest
linkage compatible with the apparent random assortment or (2)  the crossover fraction where
random assortment is  contradicted.  Linkage is  evident for the gene pairs Px and R and m
and si.
INTRODUCTION
Although  still  extensively  utilised  in  many fields,  domestic  Guinea-pigs,
Cavia cobaya, have declined somewhat from favour as genetic material.  This is
unfortunate since it is a useful animal in several respects.  The purpose of this
communication is  to analyse and collate the published data on genetic linkage.
If the Guinea-pig is to play a more vital role in rodent genetics, a critical review
of the present position would seem opportune.  In this regard, the Guinea-pig
will be brought into line with the Mouse (CARTER and FALCONER, 1952 ),  Rabbit
(RoBrNSOrr, 195 6), Rat (R OBIN S ON ,  ig6o)  and Peromyscus (ROBI N SO N ,  1964).
MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUE
The material consists of genetic segregation data for 15 mutant genes.  There have been
tested in 83 combinations out of the possible 105; this is  a rate of investigation of 69 per cent,
far higher than that  for the other species mentioned above.  The  statistical technique employed
is  the system of scoring  first  explicitly introduced by FISHER (1946).  For further details  of
the method, see Rosi NSO :v  (1956).RESULTS
I . I 7 tdependeitt segregation
The mutant genes,  or the loci which they represent,  are listed  in table  i.
The main independence data  are  arranged in  table 2 .  This tabulation  gives
the estimated recombination fraction for the pooled data, together with the score
and amount  of statistical information for each  pair of genes.  The  column  headed
phase balance  discloses  the  percentage  of  information  derived from coupling
segregation.  Perfect balance  is indicated by  an  index of 50 ,  a  value which  postu-
lates  that inviability  or  other interactions between genes should not bias the
estimation.
Fig.  I   serves the double function of (a)  indicating the extent of the linkage
testing and  particularly high-lighting those gene pairs which remain to be investi-
gated, and (b)  showing the strength of linkage which would be compatible with
the observed segregation of the gene pair at the  5 per cent level of significance.
This is approximated by multiplying the standard error by 1 , 9 6  and subtracting
the  quotient from the recombination fraction.  The compatible linkage  value
is  then expressed as a percentage.
With one exception, none of the tested pairs of genes listed in table 2   have
shown any indication of linkage.  The exceptions are the genes e  and f.  The
combined data on the segregation have produced the significant recombinationfraction  of  o.43g ! 0. 0 29.  However, WRIGHT ( 1941 )  is  cautious  in  accepting the  result as evidence for linkage because, of the two  crosses involved, that which
contributed most  significantly  is one  in which  f is most diflicult to classify.  In  the
cross  where  misclassification  is  not  a  problem,  the  recombination  fraction  is
0.474 ! 0 . 037 ,  an  insignificant value.  The  two  genes could probably bear  further
investigation.I BS E N  ( 1922 )  reported significant  excess  recombination between c  and p.
However, the  excessive recombination was only apparent for  one  of the two
reported crosses and, when  the two  are combined, the results become  insignificant.
The crosses are not straightfoward and it may be wondered if  phenotypic
overlapping may have  occurred.  Later  data  by I BS E N  ( 1923 )  and WRIGHT
( 1941 )  on the joint segregation of the two genes revealed nothing unusual.
2 .  Linkage
Two  pairs of linked genes have been discovered to-date.  Table 3   gives the
genes concerned and  the amount of recombination observed, according to linkage
phase and sex of the diheterozygous parent.  The discovery of only two linked
pairs is remarkable considering the number  of genes examined and  the systematic
manner with which most of the genes have been compared with each other.The first  linkage to be discovered was that between Px and R (WRIGHT,
1941, 1 949 ). The Px gene has variable expression and penetrance of a nature
which cannot be easily compensated by  statistical manipulation.  WRIGHT ( 1941 )
discusses the problem and divides the data into three groups,  the last  group
being regarded as very unreliable for linkage estimation.  This group has been
rejected from  the analysis since the contribution in any  case is small.  A  curiosity
of the data is the large but sub-significant heterogeneity between the four segre-
gations of the table.  This is  due largely to the high rate of recombination for
females  of  repulsion phase.  No obvious reason can be deduced for  the high
rate but it could, of course, be due to the variable penetrance.  If the repulsion
female  data  are  included,  the  mean recombination  is  o.45! ! o.o16;  if  these
are  excluded,  the mean is 0 . 447  ±  0 . 017 .  A sex  difference  in  recombination
is evident between  the  sexes but, in the main, this is due  to the exceptional female
data referred to above.  If these are ignored, the sex difference falls appreciably.
The second case of linkage involves the genes m and si.  The expression
of si  is  variable and can be difficult to score upon ceitain genetic backgrounds
(WRIGHT, i 959 ). However, this merely interferes with the estimation of the lin-
kage strength and not with its  existence.  The sex difference in recombination
is  insignificant.
Two forms of polydactyly are known in the guinea-pig.  That due to the
dominant gene Px (PxPx  is lethal, Px  -f-  is polydactylous of variable expression)
and  another which  is due  to the combined  effects of three or four mainly  recessive
genes (WRIGHT, 1934 ). The results of WRIGHT ( 1941 )  suggest that one of these
may be linked to s.  WRIGHT states that if  recessive polydactyly is assumed to
be caused by a single  gene,  a recombination fraction  of 0 . 443  ::J: 0 . 029   would
be consistent with the data.3.  Karyology
Karyotypes of the guinea-pig have been produced by several investigations
within recent years (AwA et al.,  1959 ;  O HNO  et  al., 19 6 1 ;  WnTSON et al.,  19 66
and D OBRIJ A NOV   and GOI, JDMAN ,  19 6 7 a,  b).  The  haploid number  of chromosomes
is 32 ,  a relatively large number  for a rodent.  The  karyotype consists of a large
subtelocentric chromosome, which is  easily identifiable,  and numerous medium
to small elements with few (or no)  distinguishing features.  The majority seem
to be either telocentric or subtelocentric.  The  overall picture is that of fragmen-
tation in the evolution of the present complex.  The X  is  a large telocentric
body while the Y  is a small acrocentric, scarcely different in size from the small
autosomes.
The  large numbers  of chromosomes and  their small size would  imply  that lin-
kage between known genes will be infrequent.  Though the number of mutant
genes so far investigated  are few, the results support the implication.
DISCUSSION
It only remains  to stress a  few  points.  The  present analysis has not  produced
any novel  results.  Most of  the general comments made earlier  with  respect
to the analysis of the Rabbit and Rat data (R OBINSON ,  195 6,  I9 6 0 )  are  applicable
to the guinea-pig.  Most of the pairs of genes tested to date for the guinea-pig
have precluded the likelihood of linkage up to 4 o  per cent.  Beyond  this linkage
value, diminishing returns becomes a serious problem in that progressively  larger
numbers of progeny have to be examined.  One solution would be to make the
collection  of data incidental to some other aspect of research.
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